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Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 (Genre Instrospective ) Introduction to 
yourself

Give your readers a glimpse into your life with this 
beautiful essay.

2 Introduction to Public speaking - part 1 Take your first steps into the world of public speaking.

3 (Genre Descriptive) My favourite toy Every child has a favourite toy. Learn how to describe 
it elaborately

4 Introduction to Public speaking - part 2 Fortify your public speaking skills with key techniques. 

5 Journey into writing - Jungle Safari Introduction to the basics of writing

6 Non verbal communication - part 1 It's not just words that are used for communication. 
Learn what else brings your conversations to life

7 Journey into writing - Visit to the park / 
playground Understanding the nuances of writing vividly

8 Non verbal communication - part 2 It's not just words that are used for communication. 
Learn what else brings your conversations to life

9 (Genre Descriptive ) Family fun My family - my world - Describing your family.

10 Impromptu Speech - part 1 Unpredictable, unplanned - yet totally fun! Enter the 
world of impromptu speeches

11 (Genre Creative) Planning your own 
Birthday party

Birthdays are the most special days in a child's life. 
Plan out your own birthday party.

12 Impromptu Speech - part 2 Unpredictable, unplanned - yet totally fun! Enter the 
world of impromptu speeches

13 (Genre Descriptive) My favourite toy Every child has a favourite toy. Learn how to describe 
it elaborately

14 (Grammar Adverbs) Zooming into 
space story

Adverbs add flavour to your action words. Let us 
decorate our actions with the right adverbs learnt via 
this lunar mission

15 Narrative picture talk A picture speaks a thousand words. Show us what 
pictures can say to you. 

16 (Genre Picture compositions) Space 
travel - NAPLAN-aligned

Picture composition using the magic of space and the 
vision of an astronaut.
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17 (Genre Imagination) Land of toys Live out your dream in a world surrounded by toys! 
Learn to see the world from their eyes.

18 Intonation Voice modulation lends meaning and character to 
your words. 

19 Persuasive speech How can you influence your audience to buy into your 
thought process ? We will show you how.

20 (Grammar Adjectives) Underwater 
adventure story

Adjectives can add colour and beauty to your words 
and bring your write-up to life. Learn this through a 
marine advennture

21 No more boring Add a punch to your writing with powerful words ! 
Boom! 

22 Components of speech - introductoin A speech needs to be properly structured. Impactful 
introductions make a world of difference

23 Components of speech - body A speech needs to be properly structured. The main 
part can add so much of punch to your words. 

24 Components of speech  - conclusion A speech needs to be properly structured. A 
well-drafted conclusion can be very effective. 

25 (Genre imagination) Candy Kingdom Every child's dream come true ! Learn to paint a vivid 
picture using your imagination.

26 (Genre Imagination) If I had wings Let your imagination fly along with you using the 
wings you suddenly seem to have sprouted.

27 (Genre Creative) Building a robot What fun to have a robot help us around! Why not 
build one on our own with our words? 

28 (Genre Poetry writing) Mouse in the 
house

Writing poetry can be fun! Especially if you have a 
little squeaky mouse for company

29 (Genre Imagination) Magician me Abracadbra! Wave your imagination wand and be a 
magician.

30 (Genre Imagination) Is that a pet..? All kids love having a pet...Would you like a unique one 
with a twist ? 

31 Pick your topic and speak Spin-a-wheel to choose a topic. Revise the speaking 
techniques that you have learnt so far.

32 Persuasive speech - Pick a topic Spin-a-wheel to choose a topic. Flaunt your persua-
sive speaking skills. 



Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 (Genre Imaginative / Creative) If I were 
a baby dinosaur

Baby dinos make a comeback through your 
imagination.

2 Introduction to Public speaking - part 1 Take your first steps into the world of public speaking.

3 (Genre Imaginative / Creative) If I were 
a baby elephant

Imagine being the cutest baby elephant and writing 
about the world from its perspective

4 Introduction to Public speaking - part 2 Fortify your public speaking skills with key techniques. 

5 (Grammar Adjectives) Underwater 
Adventure story

Adjectives can add colour and beauty to your words 
and bring your write-up to life. Learn this through a 
marine advennture

6 Non-verbal communication - part 1 It's not just words that are used for communication. 
Learn what else brings your conversations to life

7 No more boring Words make all the difference ! Learn how to use 
them creatively and make an impact.

8 Non-verbal communication - part 2 It's not just words that are used for communication. 
Learn what else brings your conversations to life

9 (Genre Creative) Create your own 
farmyard

Get in touch with nature - buy and develop your own 
farmyard in a highly imaginative way

10 Demonstrative speech part 1
Teach your audience to complete tasks, or follow a 
structured process. Learn demonstrative speeches in 
a fun way. 

11 (Genre Creative) Create your own 
amusement park

Let your imagination whizz on thrilling rides in an 
amusement park that you design.

12 Demonstrative speech part 1
Teach your audience to complete tasks, or follow a 
structured process. Learn demonstrative speeches in 
a fun way. 

13 (Genre Descriptive) A surprise party for 
your Mom

Plan out a surprise party for the most special person 
in your life. Learn the art of organizing your ideas and 
plans

14 Impromptu Speech - 1 Unpredictable, unplanned - yet totally fun! Enter the 
world of impromptu speeches

15 (Genre Aspirational) What do you wish 
to be when you grow up?

Future Ahoy! Let's peek into our visions for our future 
careers with this introspective essay topic.

16 Impromptu Speech - 2 Unpredictable, unplanned - yet totally fun! Enter the 
world of impromptu speeches
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17 (Genre Imaginative) What if I turned 
invisible

Mystery and mischief come together in this magical 
essay.

18 Change the ending Add a spin, twist and tumble to the endings of your 
favourite stories. 

19 (Genre Descriptive) Importance of 
reading

Readers become Leaders. Let us learn the importance 
of reading on our minds and lives

20 (Genre Imagination / Creativity) Twist 
in the tale

Take popular stories and have a fun giving them a 
spin. 

21 (Genre Descriptive) My favourite food A sneak peek into the food that makes your tastebuds 
tingle.

22 Elaboration techniques # 1 What is life without vivid descriptions? Elaborate and 
dramatize your thoughts in style

23 Point of view Learn how different people have different points of 
views and how each should be considered. 

24 Think like a budding leader What differentiates leaders from the ordinary? Their 
thinking styles. 

25 (Genre - Imaginative / Aspirational) 
What if you were an astronaut

To infinity and beyond! Write all about your dreams to 
be an astronaut.

26 Dream big Follow the journey of a champion boxer and see how 
she never gave up on her dreams

27 Team work Through a fun-filled story, learn how Team work 
makes the dreams work

28 Elaboration techniques # 2 What is life without vivid descriptions? Elaborate and 
dramatize your thoughts in style

29 (Genre opinion writing) Junk food v/s 
healthy food- NAPLAN aligned

Taste v/s health - learn how to write opinion writings 
with a topic that all kids relate to

30 Persuasive speech How can you influence your audience to buy into your 
thought process ? We will show you how.

31 (Genre Grammar) Adverbs Zooming 
into space story

Adverbs add flavour to your action words. Let us 
decorate our actions with the right adverbs learnt via 
this lunar mission

32 (Grammar Conjunctions) The broken 
down train story

How does one join a broken train ? Only conjunctions 
can come to its rescue



Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 Impactful introductions A speech needs to be properly structured. Impactful 
introductions make a world of difference

2 Intonation Voice modulation lends meaning and character to 
your words. 

3 Genre-Grammar (Figures of speech: 
Simile - A beautiful rainy day)

Learn the beauty of similes in a fun way under the 
rainy clouds. 

4 Genre-Grammar (Figures of speech: 
Onomatopoeia - A nice, long wal

Refreshing walks focusing on beautiful natural sounds 
- isn't that the best way to learn this figure of speech?

5 Genre-Grammar (Figures of speech: 
Personification)

Master the magic of breathing life into inanimate ob-
jects with our magical session on Personification

6 Genre - Grammar (Figures of speech: 
Metaphor)

Learn how to decorate your writing with the help of 
metaphors

7 Genre-Grammar - Figures of speech 
(Hyperbole)

Extreme exaggerations is what adds drama to life. 
Learn how to add a larger-than-life feel to your ideas.

8 Poem On Summer Vacations, beaches, ice lollies and more - Let's write a 
poem about all the fun we have in the sun

9 Habit #1- Be proactive / Take charge
Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

10 Habit #2 - Begin with the End in mind. 
(Be goal-oriented) Part 1

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

11 Habit #2- Begin with the End in mind 
(Be goal-oriented) Part 2

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

12 Habit #3 - PUT FIRST THINGS FIRST/Do 
not postpone

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

13 Habit # 4-Think Win-Win (Everyone can 
win)

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

14 Session-14- Habit # 5-Seek first to un-
derstand, then be understood.

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

15 Habit # 6-Synergize - Together is Better
Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 
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16 Habit # 7 Sharpen the Saw (Find the 
balance)

Seven habits that help you become wonderful human 
beings, explained with the help of fun, relatable 
stories. 

17 Genre - Grammar (Sensory Tools: Visu-
al Imagery).

Take the reader on a visual journey with you with the 
help of this beautiful elaboration technique. 

18 Genre-Grammar (Sensory Tools: Audi-
tory Imagery)

What is life without sounds and music? Learn how to 
add sound effects to your writing. 

19 Genre-Grammar (Sensory Tools: Olfac-
tory Imagery)

Sniff! Sniff! What can you smell? Fill smells in your 
writings with olfactory imagery. 

20 Genre - Grammar: Sensory tools: Gus-
tatory Imagery

Take your readers on a sensory journey using the 
sense of taste. 

21 Genre- Beautification through usage of 
senses: TACTILE IMAGERY

Using the most spirited imagery in your writing will 
lend vivid details to your thoughts. 

22 EQ & Communication
Emotions are what life is all about. How to add 
emotions in communication is what this topic helps 
you master. 

23 Genre- Evoking emotions (Adding emo-
tions and feelings) 

Bring your writing to life with the help of the 
elaboration tools of adding emotions & feelings

24 Genre: Descriptive (Describe-it-all) Time to apply those elaboration tools that you have 
learnt so far. 

25 Genre-Grammar-Quiz on Figures of 
speech #1

A revision of the best beautification tools in grammar  
- Figures of speech

26 Debate format and Research the topic 
of the debate

Put your best foot forward with well-organized and 
researched arguments

27 Argumentation Proposing your point of view without ruffling feathers. 

28 Debate and the Art of Refutation Counter-arguments make your point of view stronger. 
Let us learn how to fortify our points

29 Proposition Vs Opposition "To be or Not to be?" Are you in favour or against? 
Learn the art of proposition and opposition

30 Debate Format A step-by-step approach to debating

31 Ethics of Debate Respect the protocol to be followed in debating

32 Story Reading (What a Ride) Listen to a story where you visualize about a 
rollercoaster that zooms across the world



LEVEL 7
AGE 10-12

Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 Effective Communication How can one communicate effectively and 
accurately? Learn from this interesting session

2 Why Public Speaking What is the role of public speaking ? Find out here. 

3 Genre - Elaboration Techniques (Show-
don't-tell)

Elaboration spices up your writing. Let's show our 
ideas, not just tell them.

4 Genre Creative Writing: Opinion Writing 
(Persuasive Essays)

A structured approach to stating your opinion in 
Persuasive writing.

5 Persuasion and not Coercion Why is persuasion important? Learn the art of 
convincing people

6
Genre - Opinion Writing: Importance 
of Sports & Other extra-curricular 
activities

Adopt a new outlook towards academics with sports 
& other extra-curricular activities through this opinion 
writing letter. 

7 Genre - Opinion writing (Paper books 
v/s E-books)

Opinion writing on different reading tools available 
today. Take your pick and learn structured writing. 

8 Genre- Poetry Writing (Earth Poem) What would the Earth say if it could speak? Carve its 
thoughts into a poem.

9 Demonstrative Speech
Teach your audience to complete tasks, or follow a 
structured process. Learn demonstrative speeches in 
a fun way. 

10 Genre - Environment/Aspirational (The 
World I would like to live in)

A thought-provoking essay that has the environment 
and the world as its focus

11 Being an effective speaker Which leadership skills come into play in order to be 
an effective speaker?

12 Global Warming A global environmental concern. Let us put our heads 
together and look for solutions

13 Fun With Idioms In Speaking Dress up your conversations with the help of idioms

14 Genre-Grammar: Idioms - Part 1 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms

15 Genre-Grammar: Idioms - Part 2 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms



16 Genre - Creative Writing: Beginning 
Lines Essays

Want to open your minds up to the world of topic 
prompts? Beginning line essays are the way to go!

17 Genre - Creative Writing: Ending Lines 
Essays

Train your mind to think in a particular direction with 
ending line essays.

18 Genre-Grammar: Comprehension #1 
(The Boat Race)

Learn the art of logical and chronological flow of 
thoughts with the help of a thrilling Comprehension

19 Genre - Beautification Through Vocab-
ulary (Boo out the boring)

Words make all the difference ! Learn how to use 
them creatively and make an impact.

20 Genre - Grammar: Active, Passive, 
Homonyms, Homophones Important facets of grammar and how to apply them

21 Genre- Grammar: Direct & indirect 
speech Important facets of grammar and how to apply them

22 Chipko Movement

23 JAM When you have just 60 seconds to speak, what do you 
cover? Let us work out the mechanics of JAM sessions

24
Genre Beautification & Elaboration 
through POINTER WORDS 
(Imagination)

Adding the right words makes your essay sparkle. 
Learn how to make your imaginative essays dazzle.

25 Genre - Imagination: Fiction (Haunted 
House)

A test of your nerves and your elaboration powers. 
Have a spine-tingling time writing this essay

26 Genre - Fiction (Being a Superhero) Let your thoughts Zip,Zap, Zoom through the world of 
superpowers and saving people

27 Entertaining Speech Speeches need to captivate your audience whether 
through fun and humour or through serious plays.

28
Genre- Beautification & Elaboration 
through POINTER WORDS (Nature - 
Part 1)

Appreciate every element of nature with this topic that 
helps you choose the right adjectives.

29
Genre - Beautification & Elaboration 
through POINTER WORDS (Nature - 
Part 2)

Appreciate every element of nature with this topic that 
helps you choose the right adjectives.

30 Genre - Narrative/Adventure/Thrill 
(Jungle Camping Adventure)

A camping adventure with a twist. Solve problems, 
face challenges and come out triumphant in this 
exciting essay.

31 How To Be A Good Conversationalist Holding a conversation is an art. Learn how to master 
this beautiful art

32
Genre- Beautification & Elaboration 
through POINTER WORDS (Accidents & 
calamities)

Covering an article on natural or man-made 
calamities. Learn to sprinkle the right words.



LEVEL 8
AGE 10-12

Session Topic Learning Outcome

1
Genre - Creative Writing: 
Understanding how to write stories 
(Reading of "The Astrologer's story")

Take a break from writing! From this masterpiece by 
R K Narayan, students learn how to articulate their 
thoughts. 

2 Impromptu Speech -1 Unpredictable, unplanned - yet totally fun! Enter the 
world of impromptu speeches

3 Genre- Narrative Writing (My favourite 
holiday)

Pour out your most memorable holiday memories in 
this quintessential topic that never goes out of style

4 Genre- Narrative/Imaginative /
Adventure (Hot air balloon experience) Begin your travelogue soaring in the sky. Adventures 

5 Genre- Narrative/Imaginative/
Adventure (A desert adventure)

If you think deserts are not holiday destinations, think 
again. Go on an adventure like none other.

6 Genre- Narrative/Imaginative/
Adventure (A Cruise holiday) Holiday in style with an extravagant cruise experience

7 Genre- Narrative/Imaginative/
Adventure (Skydiving)

An adrenaline-pumping, heart-thumping adventure 
comes alive as you freefall from the sky. 

8 Informative Speech How to share and disseminate information the correct 
way

9 Persuasive Speech How can you influence your audience to buy into your 
thought process ? We will show you how.

10
Genre - Opinion Writing/Environment 
(Zoos v/s Wildlife parks) (NAPLAN - 
Aligned)

Opinion writing based on animals and the way we 
perceive them 

11 Genre - Opinion writing (Paper books 
v/s E-books)

Opinion writing on different reading tools available 
today. Take your pick and learn structured writing. 

12 Motivational Speech

13 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
senses: VISUAL IMAGERY

Take the reader on a visual journey with you with the 
help of this beautiful elaboration technique. 

14 Genre - Narrative/Imaginative/Historic 
(Egyptian Holiday)

Step back into ancient Egyptian civilization as you 
continue your travelogue

15 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
senses (AUDITORY IMAGERY)

What is life without sounds and music? Learn how to 
add sound effects to your writing. 

16 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
senses (OLFACTORY IMAGERY)

Sniff! Sniff! What can you smell? Fill smells in your 
writings with olfactory imagery. 



17 Beautification through the usage sens-
es (Gustatory Imagery)

Take your readers on a sensory journey using the 
sense of taste. 

18 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
senses: TACTILE IMAGERY

Using the most spirited imagery in your writing will 
lend vivid details to your thoughts. 

19 Narrative Picture Talk -1 A picture speaks a thousand words. Show us what 
pictures can say to you. 

20 Narrative Picture Talk - 2 A picture speaks a thousand words. Show us what 
pictures can say to you. 

21 Story Starters Kick start your speech with these exciting story 
starters

22 Genre - Creative Writing: Beginning 
Lines Essays

Want to open your minds up to the world of topic 
prompts? Beginning line essays are the way to go! 

23 Genre - Beginning Lines Essay (A differ-
ent reflection)

Go into a surreal world where your reflection in the 
mirror tells a different story.

24 Genre - Beginning Lines Essay (The 
Dusty Old Attic)

Some attics hold the most jaw-dropping secrets. 
Unrave the secret in yours. 

25 JAM Session - 1
When you have just 60 seconds to speak, what do 
you cover? Let us work out the mechanics of JAM 
sessions

26 JAM Session - 2
When you have just 60 seconds to speak, what do 
you cover? Let us work out the mechanics of JAM 
sessions

27 Introduction to Story telling Stories have captivated humans since centuries. Learn 
how and why



LEVEL 9
AGE 10-12

Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 Critical thinking Your thoughts are such powerful tools - Use critical 
thinking to evaluate from all angles. 

2 Genre - Comprehension/Environment 
(African Elephants) Comprehension on the pachyderms that rule Africa.

3 Thinking Hat #1: THE WHITE HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

4 Genre-Thriller (Bank Burglary) Map the route to successfully solving a burglary 
through the perspective of a detective. 

5 Genre Adventure (Treasure Island) A map and hope is all you need as you embark on a 
journey to a treasure island.

6 Thinking Hat # 2: THE RED HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

7 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
Emotions & Feelings

Bring your writing to life with the help of the 
elaboration tools of adding emotions & feelings

8 Genre- Perspective Writing (Autobiog-
raphy of an old school)

What would it be if your school were to tell its tale to 
you ? Perspective essay from a relatable subject. 

9 Thinking Hat # 3: THE BLACK HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

10 Genre - Native/Imaginative (A trip 
aboard the VSS Unity)

Let your imagination soar to infinity and beyond in an 
engaging trip aboard VSS Unity.

11 Thinking Hat #4: THE GREEN HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

12 Genre- Thinking out of the box (Brain 
Teasers)

A fun game to tickle your grey cells and stoke lateral 
thinking.

13 Thinking Hat # 5: THE YELLOW HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

14 Genre - Inventive/Imaginative (Under-
water Habitat)

As a solution to housing challenges, explore an out-of-
the-box thinking essay on living underwater.

15 Genre Fiction (Where am I?) Experiences of a visitor from the past catapulted into 
the present and his perspective. 



16 Thinking Hat # 6: THE BLUE HAT Learn different thought perspectives from Dr Edward 
De Bono's "6 Thinking Hats" theory

17 Genre - Grammar: Comprehension (The 
Lymm Tower)

Comprehension with an international twist that helps 
you comprehend using logical & chronological flow of 
ideas. 

18 Introduction to Debating Learn the skill of putting forth your arguments in a 
structured manner. 

19 Research Put your best foot forward with well-organized and 
researched arguments

20 Argumentation How to bolster your argument with the help of re-
search and evidence

21 Refutation
Strengthening our arguments in a debate gives you a 
clear edge over your opponents. Learn how to master 
the art

22 Proposition vs. Opposition "To be or Not to be?" Are you in favour or against? 
Learn the art of proposition and opposition

23 Debate format A step-by-step approach to debating

24 Ethics of Debating Respect the protocol to be followed in debating

25 Genre- Opinion Writing (Can we survive 
without technology?) (NA Aligned)

A thought-provoking, opinion writing essay on a topic 
that chidren immediately relate to

26 Introduction to Recounting Turn your audience into super-listeners with the magic 
of narrating / recounting

27 Experience Recounting Narrative aspect of recounting anecdotes

28 Experience Recounting 2 Narrative aspect of recounting anecdotes

29 Genre - Narrative Writing (My favourite 
holiday)

Pour out your most memorable holiday memories in 
this quintessential topic that never goes out of style

30 Genre - Imaginative/Narrative (Moving 
to another country)

How would migrating to a new country feel like? Jot 
down your thoughts as you zoom across continents.

31 Accurate Recounting In real-life scenarios , accurate recounting is what is 
needed. Learn how to get better at this.



LEVEL 10
AGE 13-15

Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 Genre-Grammar: Comprehension #1 
(The Boat Race)

Learn the art of logical and chronological flow of 
thoughts with the help of a thrilling Comprehension

2 Genre-Grammar: Figures of Speech - 
Part 1

Add more sparkle to your write-ups with these 
beautification tools

3 Genre-Grammar: Figures of Speech - 
Part 2

Add more sparkle to your write-ups with these 
beautification tools

4 Genre-Grammar: Figures of Speech - 
Part 3

Add more sparkle to your write-ups with these 
beautification tools

5 Genre-Grammar (Sensory Tools: Visual 
Imagery)

Take the reader on a visual journey with you with the 
help of this beautiful elaboration technique. 

6 Genre-Grammar (Sensory Tools: 
Auditory Imagery)

What is life without sounds and music? Learn how to 
add sound effects to your writing. 

7 Genre - Grammar (Sensory Tools: Ol-
factory Imagery)

Sniff! Sniff! What can you smell? Fill smells in your 
writings with olfactory imagery. 

8 Genre-Grammar: Sensory tools: Gusta-
tory Imagery

Take your readers on a sensory journey using the 
sense of taste. 

9 Genre - Beautification through usage of 
senses: TACTILE IMAGERY

Using the most spirited imagery in your writing will 
lend vivid details to your thoughts. 

10 Genre-Grammar: Comprehension (The 
Lymm Tower)

Comprehension with an international twist that helps 
you comprehend using logical & chronological flow of 
ideas. 

11 Genre - Comprehension/Environment 
(African Elephants) Comprehension on the pachyderms that rule Africa.

12 JAM When you have just 60 seconds to speak, what do you 
cover? Let us work out the mechanics of JAM sessions

13 Leadership Communication How can one communicate effectively and 
accurately? Learn from this interesting session

14 Preparing for a TED Talk
How to leave the audience asking for more? 18 mins, 
powerful speeches. Learn how to get ready for a TED 
talk

15 Presenting your Ted Talk
How to leave the audience asking for more? 18 mins, 
powerful speeches. Learn how to get ready for a TED 
talk



16 Presenting your Ted Talk 2
How to leave the audience asking for more? 18 mins, 
powerful speeches. Learn how to get ready for a TED 
talk

17
Genre - Article Writing: Non-fiction/
Environmental /Thought-provoking 
(Human- Wildlife Conflict)

An essay that prompts you to take action - The 
impact of human influx into animal areas.

18 Critical Thinking Your thoughts are such powerful tools - Use critical 
thinking to evaluate from all angles. 

19 Genre- Descriptive/Thought Provoking 
(Endangered Animals)

An essay that provokes you to take action to prevent 
the world's rarest animals from fading into oblivion.

20 A Day in the Life Of How does life look life from another's shoes? 

21 Genre- Fiction (Where am I?) Experiences of a visitor from the past catapulted into 
the present and his perspective. 

22 Quiz on Figures of speech It's quiz time ! Brush up your beautification skills with a 
Figures of speech quiz.

23
Genre - Opinion Writing (Can we sur-
vive without technology?) (NAPLAN 
-aligned)

A thought-provoking, opinion writing essay on a topic 
that chidren immediately relate to

24 Debate Put your best foot forward with well-organized and 
researched arguments

25 Genre - Opinion writing (Paper books 
v/s E-books)

Opinion writing on different reading tools available 
today. Take your pick and learn structured writing. 

26 Refutation Counter-arguments make your point of view stronger. 
Let us learn how to fortify our points

27
Genre - Opinion Writing/Environment 
(Zoos v/s Wildlife parks) (NAPLAN 
-aligned)

Opinion writing based on animals and the way we 
perceive them 

28 Recounting Humour Who does not like a bit of fun?Here's how to do it. 

29 Historical Recount

30
Genre - Perspective Writing 
(Autobiography of a historical 
monument)

View the world from the eyes of an iconic historical 
monument of your choice from around the world. 


